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ARGENTINA 





The Centre in Buenos Aires also assists newspapers, radio and television journalists in 
providing news, writing articles and special reports on the work of United Nations and its 
specialized agencies. In this context, the United Nations communications groups at the 
country level play a key role. We commend, in this regard, the workshop for journalists 
on violence against women held in Argentina in November 2009 which included, among 
the keynote speakers, a Justice from the National Supreme Court and Senior Officials 
from the United Nations system. 
 
Mr. Chairman, 
 
My Delegation joins the Department of Public Information in understanding the 
significance of speaking to the people in their own language. That is why we do support 
and promote its commitment to multilinguism.  
 
Even though the contents of the United Nations web site in Spanish has been expanded 
over the last years given the high number of visits, the number of documents available in 
Spanish continues to be lower than that of documents in the English web site. As a 
consequence, despite our recognition of the great efforts made by those responsible for 
the web site in Spanish language, it is still necessary to insist on the need to comply with 
the mandate set out in the resolutions adopted by this body, which request the offices of 
the UN system that publish their work in the English web site to provide the translation of 
the very same material translated to the web sites of the other official languages.  
 
In this framework, we are still concerned that no progress has been observed regarding 
dissemination of press releases in all six official languages, which continue to be 
published in the two or even only one of the working languages. Therefore, we once 
again reiterate that it is under the responsibility of all the offices of the Organizations, 
including the Department of Public Information, to provide information in the six official 
languages. 
 
It is a positive fact that the Secretary-General acknowledges in his report the reality that 
parity among the six official languages of the Organizations is a pending goal and that 
the Department routinely emphasizes the need for site content to be made available in 
all six official languages, a requirement mandated by the General Assembly.  
 
However, it is a matter of serious concern that at the same time, the report on news 
services (A/AC.198/2010/3) warns that, should the present trend continue, there is the 
likelihood that the gap in content availability already existing between the English version 
of the website and the other language versions could increase.  
 
We therefore fully support the Department in looking for solutions to redress this serious 
delay, in cooperation with the Department of General Assembly and Conference 
Management, but bearing in mind the very important limitations of “automatic” translation 
unless responsible and professional human revision is carried out. We must not restrict 
ourselves to prioritizing “greater speed” over quality and accuracy given the significance 
and sensitivity of the issues considered by the Organization in terms of legal and political 
implications and which demand an equally balanced, neutral and accurate in all six 
official languages. 
 
That is why my Delegation recognizes the permanent willingness of the Language 
Translation Services, with whom we keep a regular and excellent working relationship. 



We do share their concern to solve this problem, in particular the Spanish Language 
Service, due to the lack of resources and consequent outsourcing of part of their work, 
without counting, on certain cases, on the knowledge, expertise and wise experience of 
the staff and officials belonging to the United Nations who fulfil their work based on the 
historic memory and their robust professionalism. This part of the work which is done 
externally is not always subject to due revision or editorial control and, as a 
consequence, mistakes are frequent. We are very much concerned about this, not to 
mention when this involves language which sometimes ignores versions previously 
translated by our UN translators and interpreters. We commend the information 
meetings with Member States to discuss issues relating to language services to share 
our common concerns and seek solutions. 
  
This concern also extends to guided tours of the United Nations Headquarters. While 
recognizing the efforts to revitalize the tour route and the number of languages offered 
and without overlooking the restrictions deriving from the Capital Master Plan, it is our 
concern that guided tours in Spanish still fail to have a regular and pre-established 
schedule taking into account the number of Spanish speaking tourist who daily visit the 
Headquarters.  
  
Mr. Chairman,  
 
As regards traditional media, we wish to commend the work done by the United Nations 
Radio and Television services. Our special recognition to team of the United Nations 
Radio in Spanish. As has already been said, along with new technologies, we consider it 
very important to continue employing tradi



first to the thirty-seventh sessions of the General Assembly. While urging the 
Department to continue with this task, our special recognition goes to the Library staff for 
their efforts for the benefit of mankind in preserving the heritage of us all.   
 
To conclude, after a year of particularly int


